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The Amazonian Frontier: Urbanization, the Future of an Agrarian 

Alternative, and Environmental Challenges in Southern Para  

O lugar esta crescendo                                                    The place is growing 
O desenvolvimento aumentando                                     The development increasing 
O asfalto logo ali                             The asphalt soon there 
E o povo com sues planos               And the people with their plans 
               --Gideao, Student Poetry 
 
Abstract 

 The Amazon of popular imagination and media projections is a pristine rainforest 

undergoing a uniform deforestation process spreading from its accessible edges. Actual 

environmental change in the Amazon, however, is connected with spatial patterns of 

human settlement and the nature of these settlements. Few studies have made note of the 

phenomenon of Amazonian urbanization, and those that have note that the 

transformation is a driving factor in the environmental change and damage occurring in 

the region. Southern Para is a rapidly urbanizing frontier zone that has been settled by 

non-indigenous peoples only since the mid-1960s1; in the environs of my study site-- 

Parauapebas--significant settlement dates only to 1990. However, urbanization and its 

twin process of land consolidation have been strongly contested in Southern Para: rural 

people‘s movements, primarily the Movement of Landless Rural Workers (MST), have 

fought for the establishment and support of agrarian communities. Rural people possess 

knowledge and have values that offer possibility for strong environmental ethics and 

sustainable practices, but they also face economic challenges that contribute to land 

deterioration. As the MST settlement of Palmares 2 urbanizes, visions of community 

development must adjust to acknowledge a non-farming population, as well as remain 

committed to the maintenance of rural homesteading. My research probed the future of 

rural communities in the context of an urbanizing and politically hostile environment, 

particularly given the development situation in the region. I sought to understand what 

knowledge, culture, and possibility for environmental protection will be lost if rural 

communities fail to sustain support for familiar agriculture and are superseded by an 

urban economy. 

 

 

                                                        
1 Browder 210 



 

Urbanization and Environmental Change in the Brazilian Amazon 

 With the exceptions of colonial-era riverine metropolises like Belem and Manaus, 

urban growth in eastern Amazonia followed the construction of the Belem-Brasilia 

Highway in the 1960s and the infamous Transamazonian Highway in the early 1970s.2 A 

series of regional development plans3 begun under the military dictatorship pursued duel 

goals of modernizing the economy following neoliberal economic guidelines and of 

encouraging population migration to better secure what was a vast, wealthy, and rather 

empty territory.4 In orchestrating the fourth world colonization of the Brazilian Amazon, 

the government thus spurred both forces of capital and populist impulses: fiscal incentives 

to wealthy businesses and individuals from the south and abroad supported large-scale 

export-oriented development while, faced with peasant activism in the arid and suffering 

northeast, the government promised ―land without people to people without land‖5 and 

thus consigned social conflict in other areas of Brazil to the Amazon, where it still 

festers.6    

 The Amazon is urbanizing at twice the rate of the rest of Brazil, with 57% of the 

population urbanized in 1991 and 70% in 2010. 7  Curiously, this urbanization has not 

been accompanied by industrialization.8 Browder and Godfrey assess that ―the Brazilian 

Amazon may be ‗overurbanized,‘ a condition in which the rate of urban growth exceeds 

the sufficient level of local economic development, industrial, and technological change to 

make it viable.‖9 Urbanization is in fact decoupled from local economic development due 

to the extractive nature of most economic activity in the Amazon. While not all towns 

could be said to be formed of migrant swells in boom-and-bust economies, urbanization is 

clearly unrelated to the growth of agriculture and local economies in the region—leading 

one scholar to declare that the ―frontier is born already urbanized.‖10 The regional trend 

has been toward urban decentralization as the opening of new frontiers draws migrants 

                                                        
2 Browder 210 
3 Operation Amazonia (1966-1970); National Integration Program (PIN) 1970-1974; 
POLOAMAZONIA (1975-1979); POLONOROESTE (1981-1985). Browder 72. 
4 Adriance 13; 17 
5 Native groups‘ territories were given little consideration 
6 Adriance 17 
7 Browder 2,6; Simmons 9 
8 With the exception of Manaus, which is highly subsidized by the federal government. Browder 13.  
9 Browder 13 
10 Browder 3 
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out of established cities, though these now experience two-thirds of their growth in 

peripheral shantytowns.11 

 Urbanization in the Amazon appears to be the quick work of hopeful migrants 

pursuing jobs in well-funded and well-guarded capitalist industries.12 I concur with the 

authors of another study that ―most fledgling settlements have seemed to observers rather 

like cities of peasants or rural shantytowns, even after becoming ‗urban‘ by virtue of 

municipal status.‖13  These sprawling towns and cities with their extractive-based 

industries pull their wealth—what there may be of it and however unevenly dispersed—

from the surrounding countryside: mineral extraction, timber logging, and hydroelectric 

projects each alter the landscape and damage the rainforest ecosystem. 

 It is hardly necessary to stress the importance of preserving remaining primary 

forest and implementing sustainable practices in inhabited areas: the Amazon forest 

protects a watershed that cleanses one-half to two-thirds of the earth‘s fresh water, and 

one-fourth to one-half of our pharmaceuticals have been derived from tropical forest 

animals and plants14. From a naturalist‘s viewpoint, the usefulness of the Amazon is 

hardly the only reason to save it. The diversity of the forest—five hundred tree species 

have been found on a single hectare15—is wondrous, and the life there is certainly not 

waiting for justification to continue pressing forward in time. Understanding the causes 

of deforestation and land-use change is key to suggesting workable solutions, but Browder 

and Godfrey (who have produced the only book-length work on Amazonian urbanization) 

indict current analysis as being incomplete: 

―Amazonia‘s most dramatic contemporary environmental spectacle, tropical 

deforestation, has been steadfastly portrayed by researchers and the popular press 

as the result of rural class struggle…(or) misguided rural development 

programs…the urban dimension of environmental change in Amazonia has passed 

virtually unnoticed in a literature now spanning hundreds of popular and 

academic titles in several languages. We submit that the popular forces on rural-

based agents of deforestation in the Amazon misses the important roles that 

diverse urban agents play in the processes of environmental change.‖ 

      --Browder and Godfrey p.312 

                                                        
11 Browder 7, 2, 339 
12 Browder 216-217 
13 Brower 203 
14 Wright186-197 
15 Wright 186 



While in no way suggesting that rural peoples play a negligible part in 

environmental damage, I do submit that they have a stronger economic and personal 

connection to the land that leads them to implement more sustainable practices and to 

relate to environmental problems more empathetically than their urban counterparts. In 

addition to urbanization, the Amazon is undergoing rural land consolidation and 

transfer to urban ownership.16 Modernization theory expects significant differences in the 

management of land by rural and urban-based owners17: it predicts that as the agrarian 

population declines, rural land use intensifies under capitalist-based management, and 

pressures on remaining natural resources decline. This is a specious argument. 

Essentially, it asks one to believe that if farming communities were displaced and their 

lands transferred to urban-based interests managing the property solely for speculative or 

monetary profit, natural resources would be exploited less. Instead, lands managed by 

absentee urban landowners have higher levels of deforestation and are less intensively 

used; a significant majority hold their farms for speculative purposes and instead of 

cultivating diverse food crops are more likely to invest in the less productive—and more 

environmentally destructive--production of cattle18. 

 Urbanization and corresponding capital interests in land management often 

supersede the establishment and continuation of rural communities, often composed of 

the poor in Amazonia, practicing small-scale sustainable agriculture. These 

communities—and the poor—are struggling to sustain themselves amidst hostile local 

political forces and ill-fitting or discriminatory state and federal policies. One of the most 

striking findings of my research was the insistence of the rural people I spoke with, 

interviewed, and befriended that being poor in the country was by far the preferable 

option to being poor in the city. Their certainty was strengthened by previous experience 

living in cities, and helps to explain why the transition to urban living is yet incomplete. 

Indeed, the depopulation of rural areas advocated by modernization theorists and some 

environmentalists19 is being contested by the rural poor themselves, in a battle over the 

very nature of development that is most aggressively underway in the South of Para State.  

 

                                                        
16 Simmons 108. In Para, urban residents possess nearly 40% of the land area of agricultural establishments; 
that they own 8.6% of these establishments points to the consolidation of land as ownership becomes 
urbanized: their farms are four times larger that the average size of farms in the region. 
17 Browder 314-316 
18 Browder 314-316 
19 Brand; Simmons 120 
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A noite já passou e os soldados já chegaram      The night already passed and the soldiers already came 

Todos começam a correr e as armas a matar      Everyone began to run and the arms to kill 

Não sabem para onde correr                              They didn‘t know where to run 

Mais o tico sabe quem derrubar.                       But the bullet knows who to take down. 

                      --Ricardo, Student Poetry 

Contested Frontiers in Southern Para 

 Para is the second largest of nine Amazonian states in Brazil.20  Approximately 

the size of France21, Para is a flat basin in the north and rolls into dryer hills in the 

south. The region known as Southern Para is one-fifth of the state‘s territory and the size 

of Minnesota. Southern Para‘s distance from the state capital of Belem, its rich natural 

resources, and the fact that the majority of residents are migrants have contributed to a 

fierce separatist movement. Visible on bumper stickers and more concretely in a 1993 

Legislative Decree to create the separate state of Carajas22 (which was rejected), the 

argument that the split would provide greater federal aid and help redirect the region‘s 

wealth to its people is persuasive, if not entirely convincing.  

 Carajas refers to the enormous mineral complex at El Dorado do Carajas, a 

formally state-owned development project now privately managed by Vale. It contains the 

world‘s largest and purest reserve of iron (67% pure), the third largest reserve of bauxite, 

and significant quantities of gold, copper, nickel, cassiterite, and manganese23. As opposed 

to the state‘s alliance with the peasantry in promoting agricultural settlement in 

Rondônia, the Brazilian government has supported corporate interests in Southern Para. 

SUDAM, the Superintendence for Amazonian Development, was created under Operation 

Amazonia to promote corporate investments in the Amazon and has had strong influence 

in Southern Para.24 While support for large-scale development such as the Carajas mine 

and Tucurui dam has been the overarching influence, government attempts to soothe 

populist discontent resulted with the creation of INCRA: The National Institute of 

Colonization and Agrarian Reform in the early 70‘s25. Much of the present confusion over 

best land-use and ownership stems from the two agencies‘ conflicting policies, planning, 

                                                        
20 Browder xvii: Para, Amazonas, Mato Grosso , Acre, Amapá, Roraima, Rondônia, Tocantins, and 
Maranhão  
21 Browder 207 
22 Browder  221 
23 Browder 208 
24 Browder 72 
25 Browder 74 



and alternations of support among keys groups; the uncertainty of conflicting federal 

ideologies has exacerbated land conflict and given way to ―the law of the strongest.‖26 

 The emergent settlement system in the Carajas area was much determined by 

corporate investment and provides a typical example of development in the region. Carajas 

was a carefully planned and (still) carefully guarded company town built atop a 

mountain within the iron-ore complex. It was described to me as a beautiful, perhaps 

perfect, community of wealthy, foreign managers who almost never descend their 

mountain. I made two visits to Carajas,27 and, were it not for the indigenous people who 

were removed to a reservation surrounded by Vale lands wandering through the streets, 

the town would be almost indistinguishable from an American suburb. Like all places 

that are too perfect, what is often missing is reality. Parauapebas, made a municipality in 

1988, is the twin city of Carajas that sprung up to house the company ―peons‖ –their term-

--and migrants hopeful about job opportunities either at Vale or with one of their 

suppliers. An example of ―the hybrid urban structure of a duel city emerge[d], juxtaposing 

a company town and an informal settlement outside the redistricted corporate area.‖28 

Parauapebas is now a city of 150,000 people29; like other ―instant cities‖ in Southern Para, 

its growth has outrun efforts at urban planning and produces a slatternly urban space 

lacking in amenities.  

 Browder and Godfrey have little to say about the rural environs of this duel-city 

in the urbanization process, noting simply that frontier expansion in Southern Para is 

characterized by the upheaval of ―disputes among cattle ranchers, peasant farmers, land 

speculators, miners, (and) native peoples‖ that have caused ―pitched battles over land and 

resources in the surrounding countryside to become a regular feature of urban life30.‖ This 

violence, however, is not distant or even distinct from events in urbanized areas. When 

Browder and Godfrey propose that ―the asymmetrical patterns of urbanization in 

Southern Para have been driven by the prevalent development policy of the state in 

concert with private capital‖ they open the possibility that struggles for land by the poor 

outside of cities are more than quests for individual landholdings, but combined efforts to 

oppose a dominant power structure that is shaping both the landscape and their place 

within it. It could be argued that the rural poor in Brazil have formed among the 

                                                        
26 Browder 215 
27 Vale has preserved the Carajas National Forest and supports an impressive zoo open to the public 
28 Browder 205 
29 Prefeitura Municipal 
30 Browder 203 
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strongest and most organized social movements in the world. Their ―contestation‖ of 

corporate frontiers and fight to redistribute land—the source of production—renders 

itself clear when one realizes that the poorest 20% of Brazilians receive only 2.2% of 

national income while the richest 20% take home 64.1% of their country‘s wealth.31 

 Mas quem luta ganha                                                      But who fights wins 
 E quem nao                                                                     and who doesn‘t 
Luta perde.                                                                      Fight loses. 
Luta com mim, voce vai gostar                                      Fight with me, you are going to like 
De lutar pelo que e seu.                                                 To fight for what is yours. 
  --Fabiano, Student Poetry 
 
MST (Movement of Landless Rural Workers) in Southern Para 
 

The violence in Southern Para is infamous for its ―Wild West‖ character, and 

responses that seem extreme in some contexts are unfortunately the level of effectiveness 

required by a region that has a weak overarching law and justice system. It is undeniable 

that physical violence is nearly unilaterally directed against the rural poor,32 recently 

resulting in a questionably enforced law that the landless and their leaders may not be 

killed or manhandled by the latifundas, or wealthy landholders. People with whom I 

spoke deemed the law hardly credible, and continue to consider entering a landless 

movement like MST risky if not downright dangerous. Indeed, the Pastoral Land 

Commission recorded 534 murders of rural workers in Southern Para between 1971 and 

2001, reports that levels of violence, private militias, and marked-for-death lists were up 

as of 2001, and states that ―the judicial response to these crimes can be said to be 

essentially non-existent.33‖ The strong organization and militant tactics of rural 

movements such as MST must be placed within this context.  

The Movement of Landless Rural Workers encamps on large landholdings with 

the aim of claiming the land for its participating members. ―Landless Rural Workers‖ 

signifies a socio-economic class of farmers whose parents either have small plots or were 

themselves working as farmhands or sharecroppers on fazendas34.  While other rural 

unions35 organize land occupations, MST has gained recognition for the strength and 

success of its communities. Known for its militancy of discipline, aggressive tactics, and 

success rates, MST has a twenty-six year history and is now present in twenty-four of 

                                                        
31 World Bank World Devlopment Indicators cited in Peerenboom 50  
32 Human Rights Commission  
33 Human Rights Commission 89 
34 A large ranch, ie, 40,000 acres, managed by ladifundas, or wealthy landholders 
35 FETAGRI 



Brazil‘s twenty-six states. The decision to open the movement to landless in the Amazon 

was a considered one. MST‘s first communities were in the Southern states, and as it had 

with the landless in the Northeast, the government invited MST‘s members to Amazonian 

lands.36 While some individuals accepted, MST as an organization insisted that land 

reform should occur at home and continues to maintain that the Amazon is not a solution 

to the agrarian question: Amazonian soils are known to be weak and conditions for 

community continuity—a major focus of the movement—are not promising. However, the 

level of conflict in Southern Para drew MST to offer support, and their first of nine 

encampments was organized in 1986 at Engar37.  

The process of gaining land is not as chaotic as the word ―invasion‖—commonly 

used by the media—would lead one to believe. INCRA and the 1989 constitution 

legitimize land redistribution and provide for a process to review cases of land conflict.38 

The exact procedures are difficult to pin down, but three points are worth explaining. The 

first is that the following conditions on fazendas make them eligible for redistribution: 

lack of title or correct title, grievous environmental damage, or the discovery of slaves on 

the property. (Between 2004 and 2008, eight thousand Brazilian slaves were freed from 

fazendas.39) The second is that the government will indemnify landholders with titles, 

although the requirement that all titled land have 80% of its native forest preserved has 

made this an unwelcome option to illegally holding and defending the property. The third 

matter of note is that MST does not distribute the holding; INCRA divides the property 

into five-acre parcels, places families on them, and continues to monitor land use40.  

 Because MST is poorly represented by a calumnious media and its connections to 

government institutions and projects are little known, agrarian reform and conditions in 

the countryside are generally not understood by urban populations. Even this government 

legitimization is weakly supported: the federal and especially state and local governments 

are not jumping in line to implement agrarian reform. MST is not a rebel group, but it is 

a resistance movement that has stated aims at odds with practiced development policy: 

                                                        
36 Wright 183 
37 Encampment/ Settlements in Southern Para are Engar (‘86),  Rio Blanco (‘92), Palmares 2 (‘94), 17th of 
April (‘97 and a reference to the 17 farmers murdered in on this date), Acaba Cera (‘99) 26th of March (‘99), 
Paruana (‘03), Dina Tescera (‘09), and a yet unnamed occupation (July 2010).  
38 Negreiros 
39 ―Plano Nacional para Erradicacao do Trabalho Escarvo‖ Available at http://www.mte.gov.br. March 17, 

2009.  Also see BBC article (available in works cited).  
40 The continued role of INCRA will be discussed further in the paper 

http://www.mte.gov.br/
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―The Movement of Landless Rural Workers…divides opinions by confronting 

crucial problems in Brazilian society and denouncing the concentration of 

property in Brazil and the domination of our natural resources by the wealthy 

landholding oligarchy and transnational firms, so they determine to fight for 

agrarian reform and… combat the large projects that foster a model of 

development that excludes the poor.‖  

                        --Translated from a MST sponsored booklet41 

 The confusion of official policies on the frontier, the lack of a coordinated 

government stance, and the breakdown of law and order in Southern Para was made 

personally clear my last week in Brazil. I lived in the MST settlement42 of Palmares 2. 

The community is 16 years old, and many children of the original settlers are of age. In 

addition to the children of MST, farm workers, town dwellers, and friends and family in 

other settlements and in the city of Parauapebas had expressed interest in farming their 

own land. MST organized the occupation at Dina Tescera last year, and was planning 

another occupation to begin in August.  

I attended their second-to-last meeting with the head of my host family, who 

unexpectedly joined the movement. Concerned, I asked if he were sure of his decision. He 

explained what had become clear to me living with his family: he had a wife, three 

children, and a barber‘s salary that barely provided for their most basic needs. As I trotted 

through airports the following week, he and 440 other men prepared to cross barbed wire 

into a fazenda. MST had deliberately sought out a fazenda that had already been 

blacklisted by INCRA and thus sanctioned for redistribution. However, the last I have 

heard is that the fazenda is being heavily guarded by both a private militia and the 

police: the group is encamped along the fenceline in preparation to take the land by force. 

―Do you think this is better than looking for a job in the city?‖ I had asked, extremely 

nervous. Julio responded, ―Look, my first job was as a farm hand. I watched my parents 

farm. I want the kids to eat better, and my wife to have space for her garden. There no one 

tells you what to do. Of course it‘s better in the country.‖ His choice to seek a better life in 

the countryside rather than the city was echoed in the determination of farmers from the 

Palmares 2 settlement: their desire to live in the country encompasses more than having a 

livelihood; it is the pursuit of a way of life.  

                                                        
41 To Understand the Criminalization of Social Movements and Defenders of Human Rights in Para.  The 
Forum Against the Criminalization of Social Movements: Belem, Para, 2010.  
42 The world settlement indicates a community that has had its claim recognized by INCRA  and its land 
distributed; an encampment signifies that the land is still being contested.  



Tristeza e amargura, foi com muito             Sadness and bitterness, it was with much 
Sofrimento que juntos conquistamos           suffering that together we conquered 
A felicidade e nossa cultura.                        Happiness and our culture. 
Para todos aqueles que esperaram em            For all those who hoped to 
Ter um lar, juntos foram lutar,                     have a home, together went to fight, 
Juntos fizemos acontecer.                               Together we made it happen.  
                            --Luciana, student poetry 
 
Palmares 2: Its History, Its People, Its Changes 

Palmares 2 celebrated its 16th birthday in June with a nighttime music bash and a 

cavalry parade the following morning. While the MST-sponsored events were well 

attended, it was clear that a majority of residents were not present. What was a small 

community of 537 families had grown into a town of around 7,500 people. A member and 

former leader of MST43 expressed dissatisfaction with the current association for ignoring 

the reality of Palmares‘ situation. ―They still act like everyone‘s a farmer,‖ he explained, 

―and like this is not a semi=urban zone.‖ The problems haunting cities everywhere—

joblessness, hunger, drugs, crime, prostitution, lack of services and sanitation—are 

present and growing in Palmares 2. What appears at first to be a rural village is in fact a 

mid-sized town lacking paved roads and housing an equal number of workers who hold 

jobs in the town or in Pebas as on the farms. The role of MST is now a curious one. The 

municipal government takes little interest in serving the town and its farmers, and MST 

remains a semi-governing body that pressures the government for investment (i.e., basic 

sanitation) and aid (i.e., credit for farmers). ―MST is needed to protect our interests,‖ 

claimed one man, ―in an ideal world the government would just do these things.‖   

Palmares 2 is an exceptional location to study development because of its short 

history and intense level of organization. Sixteen years ago, the community was a recently 

deforested 40,000 acre ranch: malaria was common in the encampment and the howl of 

panthers left people awake and shivering in their hammocks. The surrounding area was 

new as well. Twenty-two years ago the nearby city of Parauapebas was a forest; it is now a 

sprawling urban complex of 150,000 people44. Palmares 2 is a community that was built 

by the rural poor in pursuit of opportunity they had not be granted elsewhere. It was 

literally constructed from scratch, beginning with straw and mud and slowly turning over 

to brick as its residents dug themselves out of extreme poverty and into vegetable gardens 

and fruit orchards.  

                                                        
43 Any person who fought for land with MST and thus helped establish Palmares 2 is automatically a 
voting member of MST with the right to run for positions within the organization. 
44 Prefietura Municipal 
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While no longer so despised as to be refused service at city stores, Palmares 

residents continue to struggle to be treated as equal citizens. MST is, interestingly, an 

organization of militant farmers who have successfully enacted protests to receive asphalt 

on two streets, a town plaza, a health post, a constructed school, a football field, and 

streets (yet unpaved) to reach the farms and to allow for a schoolbus. Some of these 

protests have drawn 1,400 people (to resist becoming the trash dump for Parauapebas), 

while others, such as this summer‘s successful bid to have the farmers‘ debts cleared by the 

Bank of Brazil45, were settled through more direct negotiations following a 4-day sit-in.  

The most dramatic protest occurred in 2007 when the community did not receive a 

response to a letter requesting that the state government provide for asphalt on all streets, 

a playground for the school, basic sanitation and electricity for newer streets in the 

growing town, a preschool, and a bus station. Residents from Palmares 2 and other MST 

communities encamped on Vale‘s railroad track, which runs through their community 

and 800 miles of the Amazon to deliver iron-ore to the port city of San Luis. After forcing 

the conductors to walk out on foot, the protestors then set dynamite around the tracks and 

threatened to blow up the train should demands not be met. Negotiations lasted for four 

months, but in the end only two streets were covered in asphalt. A bus station was under 

construction in July, three years and much impatience later.  

In my opinion, the municipal government is overwhelmed with the problems of 

urban expansion in Parauapebas: Palmares 2, further away and comprised of a 

discriminated against citizenry, is more easily ignored. While my research is focused on 

rural people and their cultural response to the urbanization of their community, I could 

not have a discussion with anyone about the history, future, and development of Palmares 

without her mentioning MST. One woman lamented that community meetings were less 

attended than in the past46: ―MST is the future and development of this community. Now 

there are so many new residents. They don‘t know our history. They don‘t understand how 

we have to fight.‖  

O lugar onde eu vivo                                                      The place where I live 
Foi conquistada por pessoas                                         was conquered by people 
Que lutaram para ter um                                              who fought to have a  
Pedaço de chão para plantar                                       piece of earth to plant. 
Arroz, milho, e feijão.                                                   rice, corn, and beans.  
                    --Glecia, Student Poetry 

                                                        
45 Please refer to page 14 
46 I noted around 200 people at a community meeting 



 
Palmares 2: City Mouse, Country Mouse, and the Desire for Distinction 

The halcyon landscape of hills, their half-scraped tops plunging into declivities of 

forest and raising again into deforestation, blurred with the dust kicked up by the front 

wheel of the motorcycle. I had become accustomed to this typical mode of transportation 

and felt fear only when pulling into a long, obscured drive to a farmhouse: toothsome 

hounds guarded each and had been trained from birth to be fierce. My introductions to 

farm families came from friends in the town, who took me to meet family or members of 

their churches. I usually passed a hot morning touring the farm, chatting with the 

family, and interviewing the heads of household. Distance and time permitting, I visited 

their neighbors with the same purpose. I interviewed sixty residents of Palmares: 30 farm 

residents, 20 town dwellers, and 10 young adults (aged 14-18).  

My aim was to understand the value that rural peoples placed on their livelihoods 

and the environment that supported them, as well as their attitudes toward cities. While 

being introduced as a personal friend spread the welcoming smile of kith and kin on the 

farm, I found that it was nostalgic chitchat about my home and background that released 

wary politeness. One woman began by telling me that researchers were always curious 

about her farm, and came out from universities as far as Belem. She asked why I did not 

stay longer there, and I explained that I felt more at home in the countryside: I lived in a 

small town in the United States and had passed all of my vacations at my grandmother‘s 

in the country, where my aunt raises ponies. Animated, she rose to her feet and 

illustrated: 

―People come from the city and hold their noses at the animals. They don‘t want to 

step in the dirt. They don‘t think much of my house. But I live here with 

dignity—everything is better than before. They didn‘t see our suffering (as 

landless). When I go to the city people know I am from the hosa—because of my 

clothes, my flip-flops—but if they ask I retort, ‗yes, I am from the hosa,‘ with 

pride. On T.V. the farmers are always covered in dirt: (she held out her hand) do 

you see any dirt?‖ 

 

Of course there was none. The prejudice against the agrarian population in Brazil 

mirrors that in the United States, where Wendell Berry wrote, ―As a class, farmers are 

one of the despised minorities…and farmers, when they are thought of at all, are thought 
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of all hicks and yodels whose lives do not fit into the modern scene.‖47 The population of 

Palmares 2 shares a common heritage: they are not simply low-income citizens who have 

chosen to seek a better life in the country; they are the children and the grandchildren of 

farmers. All 30 farmers living on their land were following the tradition of their 

forefathers, and though town dwellers were equally likely to report a grandparent‘s 

profession as a coconut vendor or carpenter, the overwhelming majority came from farm 

families. ―--Mother, father, all of my grandparents,‖ interrupted most interviewees, ―the 

whole family is from the hosa. Everyone.‖  The community has been built on this 

background: new settlements and cities in Southern Para are almost entirely composed of 

migrants from other states. The towns are swirling with the steps of people who arrived 

yesterday and may leave next month, making a sense of stability and community difficult 

to achieve. The vast majority of Palmares residents are migrants from various states48, yet 

they relate to each other through a subculture that is mocked on their television sets49 but 

embraced by their pride. 

 Farmers who lived on their land and those who reside in the town related three 

themes to their contentment: following a family tradition, having independence, and the 

sublime joy of working out-of-doors. Town dwellers rarely mentioned time spent in cities; 

in contrast, farmers living on their land frequently made unprompted comparisons 

between their living situation and the negative experiences of city life. (―Ava Maria the 

streets are noisy. I get a headache in Pebas. Here only the wind blows.‖)  

 At times a question that seemed reasonable to me would be smiled at as obvious. 

Most found it odd that I asked if they enjoyed living and working in the country. Two 

representative responses were ―I was raised a lavrador 50; I watched my father work the 

earth—this is what I do‖ and ―God created me a lavrador: I grew up on the land, and so I 

like to grow things.‖ While some pointed out that farming is nothing more than survival, 

others referred to their work as a profession that had been taught to them by parents 

wanting to ensure that they had a skill. Even basic literacy is rare among the lavradors, 

who explained that they had worked from childhood as farmhands, frequently under a 

                                                        
47 Berry, 85.  
48 While Maranhao (29) was by far the most common home state, interviewees were also from Para (7), 
Piaui (4), Tocantins (3), Ceara (3), Minas Gerais (2), Goias (2), Rio Grande do Northe (1), and Parana (1). 
49 The soap opera ―Almas Gemais‖ is most blunt, but jibes are made on talk show programs as well: one 
clearly poor and rural man whose talent for the show was making impressive imitations of animal noises 

was laughed off the stage of a popular evening show.  
50 Term for a small farmer or person who ―mixes‖—farms—the earth for a living. 



sharecropping system.51 Farming, they implied, was just something they knew how to do--

Thank God—because they didn‘t know much else. Looking over the sprawling gardens of 

medicinal plants, the tangled beds of thriving vegetables, and the orchards shading milk 

cows and hens, I didn‘t think it looked so easy. ―Look,‖ I half-joked, ―if you put me out 

here to farm the Amazon and left me here 16 years, all you‘d find planted were my bones. 

If city people came, they wouldn‘t know what to do.‖ Grins agreed with me, and began to 

explain that not all plants were easy to grow: one had to know where to plant them, and 

with what, how to tend them, and when exactly to harvest. One MST farmer52 explained 

the recent controversy with the Bank of Brazil: the bank had offered to provide projects 

(seeds and equipment to be paid back in cash) and the assistance of agrotechnicians. The 

equipment and resources had lingered behind the plants, which had arrived at the wrong 

time. As for the technicians, he shrugged and said:  

―Some people are out of reality; they don‘t know the earth. A big question for 

agriculture is education. The technical specialists don‘t know how to work the 

earth—they learn from a book; they don‘t have practical experience. Farmers are 

needed to show what is right from error. I grew up on the land—we don‘t want to 

forget our origins, our traditions, even if our children become doctors. It would be 

bad for us to let them forget. We‘ve taught all the kids to farm.‖ 

 

        The independence embodied in a livelihood that allows people to provide their own 

food and that teaches them to fashion solutions from the immediate environment is not at 

all overlooked by a population wary of poverty and easily frustrated by the rigidity of the 

waged-labor system found in cities. A friend I will call Francis embodies the spiritedness 

of the men and women of his community. Francis is an experienced fisherman who has 

farmed since childhood and currently manages a small motorcycle repair shop in the 

town. He solders and welds, fixes even the most dilapidated motorcycles, and works his 

land with the help of a farmhand. Francis sports piranha scars and an oil-stained shirt; 

his slow, humored grin is more likely to take in a hand-rolled cigarette than to speak, but 

he would agree with a comrade who said, ―Farming is better than a job—I‘m not 

dependent.‖  

 Independence in Palmares 2 is dually freedom from hunger and being able to 

freely express one‘s will or volition. ―Here you can plant and have something,‖ explained a 

                                                        
51 MST strongly promotes education, and some members have now received high school diplomas. 
52 Original settler; others may have lived on their farms only half as long 
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lavradora,‖ in the street you buy. We have wealth here that we wouldn‘t in the streets.‖ 

Everyone emphasized the blessing of growing and not purchasing food: ―It‘s bad in the 

city for the carente.53 Here I can grow my own food and not worry.‖ There was also a sense 

that the food they grew was more salubrious than food they would be forced to buy in the 

city. Nearly all Palmares 2 farmers grow their food organically, and expressed concern 

that the food in the city was not fresh, not a secure supply, and perhaps from dubious 

origins.  

Being ―at will‖ is also highly valued. I have come to understand the phrase as 

meaning that one need not truckle to the time-table of others or have one‘s space 

restricted. It is difficult to imagine crossing or bossing this population: they are not 

tractable and take pride in their abilities. The community nursery owner is an older man 

who is dedicated to his work of voluntarily reforesting the town plaza. He farmed until 

recently, when he hurt his back, and is displeased with his proximity to the street.  The 

farm is better: 

― I‘m more at liberty, and more comfortable: I eat when I want and sleep when I 

want. It‘s silent, cooler, there‘s shade, and I don‘t have to deal with bothersome 

people. In the streets there is fighting and movement—there there is nothing to 

offend, and you sleep well. The day is spent in work that has value, and I‘m at will 

to stop when I want and start again in the morning.‖ 

 

 Non-farmers living in the town expressed that nature was important and merited 

better protection; the farm population more concretely related their personal actions to 

care for nature and the joy they found in it. Being able to interact with nature is 

considered important, and one young farmer currently living in the town plans to move to 

his plot expressly to enjoy more time near the forest preserved on his land. Most 

mentioned the pleasure they took in planting and coaxing crops to grow. ―Nature!‖ 

exclaimed one enthusiastic woman, ―I love working with nature! I like seeing my dreams 

grow.‖ 

 

 

 

 

                                                        
53 Low-income, disadvantaged  



Existem varios companheiros                                      There exist various companions 
Que sues lotes venderam.                                             who sold their lots. 
Hoje esta na cidade                                                    Today they‘re in the city 
sem-terra e sem dineiro.54                                          Without land and without money.  
  --Ana, Student Poetry 

Rural View on Urban Life 

 The twin community of Palmares 2 is Palmares 1. The sole community of 

Palmares had been divided in 1996 over the decision to remain an MST settlement. 

Because farmland had been allocated by INCRA prior to the split, the farms of 

disagreeing neighbors remain adjacent to each other. The town of Palmares 1, however, 

was raised nearly a half-hour van ride closer to the city of Parauapebas, which is roughly 

forty-five minutes from Palmares 2. Unlike Palmares 2, with its swept plaza peppered 

with newly planted trees, the larger Palmares 1 presents a more chaotic and restless face.  

One of the few remaining original farm families in Palmares 1 explained that almost 

every Palmares 1 landholder had now purchased his plot; in Palmares 2, twenty-seven of 

the thirty-five farmers55 I spoke with were original settlers. The economy of Palmares 1 

no longer relies on farming; its proximity to growing Parauapebas is fast making it a 

slatternly suburb, and its farms—according to three families I spoke with there—are 

almost all now small ranches whose owners reside in the town.  

 In short, Palmares 1 is urbanizing. Palmares 2 is expected to follow suit as urban 

expansion continues from Parauapebas and the original town continues to expand. Some 

residents are looking forward to seeing their community developed, and express hope for 

more job opportunities and services—such as clothing stores and a hospital—that will 

hopefully follow. Others support development that supplies credit for agriculture, 

encourages people to work in agriculture, and improves basic infrastructure (roads, 

electricity, sanitation). No one doubted that the future of Palmares 2 depends on an 

agrarian economy, but as the nature of this economy changes, the future is uncertain. 

 The settlers of Palmares 2 determined that risking their lives for plots of weak 

farmland far from a hospital, school, road, or electricity was the preferred option to 

continuing without land or seeking employment in a city. The community fought for and 

                                                        
54 Sem-Terra (landless) is a term that replaced the previously used possera (squatter) in common vocabulary 

through the efforts of MST.  

55 Residing in both the farm and town 
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won a health post, school56, electricity, roads, and some credit. As the quality of life has 

improved, Palmares 2 has begun attracting people from less well-off rural areas. Knowing 

their past successes, most residents believe that with continued community unity and the 

leadership of MST, they can successfully appeal for desired developments:  asphalted 

roads, buses, a more complete educational system57, a preschool, a police station, better 

healthcare, and basic sanitation. Residents are actively seeking a better life, but the 

development most desire does not preclude an agrarian future. The attitude of most 

toward urban spaces is highly negative; however, whether their agrarian economy can 

continue—even with fierce support—is in doubt given the rapid levels of urbanization in 

the region.  

 The many justified complaints about conditions in Palmares 2 were balanced by 

appreciation for what it did offer, and almost every interviewee said their lives were 

better there. While some of this appreciation stemmed from improved services (i.e., 

electricity) that they had not previously enjoyed, other aspects were less tangible. The 

value of rural communities to these people lay in what they offered that cities did not. 

Foremost among this was an escape from poverty, but rural people—especially those 

living on their farms—placed a great deal of importance on the calmness of their 

environment.  

 Not wishing to influence responses, I asked, ―How would your life be different if 

you lived in a city?‖ but may just as well have prompted, ―Tell me how miserable you 

would be living in a city.‖ Most began by explaining economic difficulties: they were 

lavradors who had not studied another profession, they would not succeed in finding a 

job, they would be forced to rent a home, they would not have land, and they could not 

grow their food. ―Life is better here,‖ explained one, ―you don‘t have to buy. In the city 

everything is bought—if you don‘t have money, you don‘t eat. Here we can fish and farm. 

It‘s better for the carente.‖  One man immediately held up a bill and said that if one ran 

out of money, that would be the end—picking food would not be an option.  

 A loss of independence would also be felt. ―We‘d be employees of others,‖ said one 

woman, ―I‘d be a housekeeper—sad, isn‘t it?—and my husband wouldn‘t have a steady 

job.‖  Many men also mentioned the dissatisfaction they would feel working for others. 

                                                        
56 In addition to standard curriculum, the MST-run school teaches social justice, local history, and the 

teachings of Paulo Freire. 
57 Ground has been broken for an agricultural technical college to be jointly supported by Che 
Guvara’s daughter (who visited in 2008) and MST. 



One man had trouble imagining his identity in a city: ―I‘m a farmer. I farm the hosa. 

There I‘d suffer—there‘s no hosa.‖ ―Lavradors need land,‖ pondered another, ―and this 

means living in the country.‖ Young adults as well as their parents referred to a lack of 

freedom in the city; because of the perceived violence, they saw themselves simply 

shuttling from work to home and back again. They claimed greater liberty in the country, 

where space, greater safety, and freedom of activity allows them to be ―more at will.‖ As I 

reviewed the farmers‘ many statements on the importance of rural communities and their 

ideas of their lives in a city,58 I was strongly reminded of Wendell Berry‘s assessment of 

the urbanization of America‘s African-American farmers: 

―In the cities, all of this know-how was suddenly of no value, and they became 

abjectly and dependently poor as they never had been before. In the country, 

despite the limits placed upon them by segregation and poverty, they possessed a 

certain freedom in their ability to do things, but once they were in the city 

freedom was inescapably associated with the ability to buy things…from the point 

of view of the impoverished, the dependency is noticeable immediately; for them, 

dispossession means, simply, the loss of the ability to help themselves.‖ 

        --Berry, 50&51 

Finally, all expressed strong displeasure with two particular aspects of city life: its 

lack of calm and distance from nature. One young lavrador explained, ―I wouldn‘t know 

anything about animals and plants (there) because I wouldn‘t have contact with them.‖ 

Everyone complained that cities were loud and their chaos pestilential to the health, but 

older people were particularly adamant on this point: ―The city? Inferno. Tribulation. 

Noise,‖ grouched an elderly man, ―it‘s just cars, you hear nothing good. I prefer the hosa.‖ 

An older woman who had spent an unhappy year in Pebas as a nanny prior to purchasing 

her farm insisted: ―I wouldn‘t be happy there. I like to stay ‗on the earth‘ –I feel better 

here. In the city you have to look for air, and there‘s noise pollution—I don‘t like noise, I 

get a headache. In Pebas, cars make a racket at 3:00 am —thank God for the countryside.‖ 

The aversion to the rhythm and bustle of cities appeared to be universal among the 

population, and I speculate that years of relative quiet spent working outdoors has 

attuned the farming population to a peace in nature they enjoy and feel poorly—even 

lost—without.  

 

                                                        
58 Many had previously lived in cities 
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Nao posso respirar                                       I can‘t breathe 
Nao posso mas nadar                                  I can no longer swim 
A terra esta morrendo                                The earth is dying 
Nao da mas pra plantar                    It doesn‘t give more for planting 
Nem Chico Mendes sobreviveu.        Not even Chico Mendes survived.  

                              --Class poetry on environmental damage in the region 

Environmental Challenges: Institutional and Personal Failures 

 I found discussing Palmares‘ environmental problems challenging. ―What 

environment?‖ said one man sadly, ―We don‘t have an environment anymore.‖ The 

Brazilian educational system and countless television campaigns have raised great 

awareness about deforestation and its damages to ecosystems. Sitting on heavily deforested 

land, many people expressed compunction for having previously deforested their or other 

lands, and thus for having erased the environment in question. Quite frankly, the 

rainforest in the region is all but gone and will not be back. Still, I tried to explain that 

all places, however damaged, possess an environment, and that this environment can be 

cared for or neglected.  

 Deforestation is the most serious environmental problem facing the community, 

but other serious issues are damage to the rivers, the use of fire to prepare land, improper 

garbage disposal, and the never-ending erosion of dust from the roads. The later two 

mainly affect the town: although a garbage truck makes rounds to most roads,59 I estimate 

that about a third of residents burns their trash. Coupled with the waves of dust sent forth 

by the passage of motorcycles or even a fast horse, and sometimes ash from fires burning 

farmland, the air in the town of Palmares 2 is highly and sickeningly polluted. Many 

residents suffer from chest coughs, frequent sneezing, and sore throats; children are 

especially affected.  

 While there is no institutional framework to restrain air pollution, there are 

policies in place that theoretically ought to preserve remaining community forest, 

encourage reforestation, and protect the river. The land in Palmares 2 is the 

responsibility of its residents, INCRA, and IBAMA: The Brazilian Institute of the 

Environment and Renewable Natural Resources. INCRA manages inhabited areas60 while 

                                                        
59 Residents of newer roads have been informed that they are not actually a part of Palmares 2 and will not 
be serviced 
60 No one in the community owns his land; residents buy and sell only the improvements on land, 
transferring use-permission through MST‘s association, which provides the information to INCRA.  



IBAMA mainly manages the surrounding unoccupied hills. According to Brazilian law,61 

eighty percent of any landholding in the Amazon must remain forested or be reforested to 

this percentage. Not one of the lavradors I spoke with had 80% of their land in forest; most 

had none. Nearly all residents professed that their land was deforested when they arrived 

on it, and while thirteen of twenty are reforesting, I judged all but two to be planting only 

isolated trees. This is, of course, preferable to nothing.  

The following are the native forest trees being planted, in order of prominence: 

açaí, bacaba, ipê, paulpreto, piki, castanha-do-Pará, ipalupe, cedro, and mahogany62. 

Shade, air quality, medicinal properties, and efforts to protect the river were the most 

common reasons given for forest protection and reforestation efforts, although the first 

two species mentioned are also crops. Native forest trees are available from the mayor‘s 

office of Parauapebas and available for purchase at the town nursery. Most trees there are 

available for between $0.50 and $1.50, although the difficult to grow Castanha-do-Pará 

costs $5.00. These prices are reasonable for individual plantings; transitioning to agro-

forestry, however, is a long-term and large-scale commitment that does not yet have much 

support. The nursery owner insists that planting forest fruit trees such as bacaba is not 

only profitable but lucrative; he also has high hopes that Americans and Europeans will 

begin paying farmers to reforest their lands.  

Community farms are either already deforested or unlikely to be so.63 Most 

deforestation now occurs in the steep surrounding hillsides. These hills are representative 

of the region‘s landscape: thick forest reaches up one side, only to be abruptly slashed by 

almost even lines of short grasses. Deforested areas are easily recognized by the prevalence 

of a certain type of palm; native to the forest, it vigorously re-sprouts and defies all efforts 

to remove it. Areas in the hills are secretly deforested either to plant or for timber sales. 

Again and again, I was told that IBAMA could be bribed to look the other way. Equally 

un-assuring, residents said that even if IBAMA charged a high fine, some people would 

pay it and return to logging. Only one woman related a case of IBAMA holding a person 

accountable: her mother-in-law had previously deforested 2 hectares to plant food crops 

for herself in another community and had been fined $2,500 dollars, which she paid off 

by reforesting her current landholding and attending environmental education classes. 

All in all, the system appeared to me to be faulty and highly corrupt. As many residents 

                                                        
61 Negreiros 
62 Please see appendix B for a more complete list of native forest tree species 
63 More forested farms were explained to me as belonging to poorer residents who could not afford cows and 
thus did not have pasture. 
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have illegal forest pets and/or poach forest animals, I judged that the forests within a 

three-hour radius still support wildlife, which must be waning by the week.  

The second most serious environmental problem is damage to the community‘s two 

rivers. Deforestation is strictly prohibited within thirty meters of either side a river, and 

all residents I spoke with took this prohibition seriously and regarded damage to the river 

as despicable. Many people in the community fish, and deliberately plant or protect trees 

by their part of the river to shade fish and keep the water cool for bathing. However, 

water pollution from trash and dead animals was reported as a problem. 

 Most serious is the mining of cement from the riverbeds. Only one person 

mentioned the environmental destruction being caused by the mining before I learned of 

it, and I am undecided as to whether some people are generally ignorant of the issue or 

are complicit in their neighbor‘s illegal actions through silence. Every evening I sat in the 

town plaza and watched large truck after large truck leave the town with what appeared 

to be loads of dusty rocks. No one seemed to know much about it. One man finally 

explained that it was cement from the river: Two-to-three thousand meters are taken out 

every day. The product, he said, goes to Vale, where it is sold for roughly $60 a meter; 

extractors pay lavradors near the river $0.50 a meter. The process requires deforestation 

near along the riverside, and the extraction process causes the banks to cave in, creating 

massive erosion along the river. The evidence is everywhere, the trucks a daily happening: 

I did not confirm the financial details through another source, but those aware of the 

issue repeated that the process was damaging fish habitats and causing erosion. They cited 

IBAMA as ineffective and corrupt, as the thriving enterprise reportedly bribes the 

institution. 

If the treatment of the commons is disheartening, practices on individuals‘ farms 

are hopeful. The majority of farmers are practicing organic farming of diverse crops. 

Though some farmers have only cattle, this is looked down upon by MST and the 

ranchers‘ neighbors, who say that food crops are a better use of the land. Twenty-four of 

twenty-seven farmers reported that they did not use ―agrotoxins.‖ Those who did said they 

only used insecticide. There is a strong consensus that chemical products were bad for 

their health, the health of their land, and water quality of the river. The concept of 

organic food is not foreign, and people reported being more comfortable eating the food 

they grew over purchased food for this reason. The diversity present on these small farms 



is outstanding:64 Residents are growing an average of twenty-five crops. The range was 3 

crops to 56, with the majority growing between twenty-five and forty. ―This is God‘s 

earth,‖ explained one, ―we‘re just taking care of it.‖ 

Eu moro aqui                                                        I live here 
nesta terra                                                          On this land 
terra de gente guerreira                        Land of a warring people 
terra de gente que sonha e                                 Land of people who dreamed and 
conquista o que deseja     conquered their desires. 
terra de gente que vence a injustica                 land of people who defeat injustice 
terra minha, terra nossa, terra dessa gente.     My land, our land, the land of this people.  
   --Pablo, Student Poetry  
Conclusions: Thoughts of Development 

The rumor that Vale is in negotiations to buy out Palmares 1 seems to have 

truth behind it. Residents of Palmares 2 are concerned that, should this occur, the 

company will want to expand its rail-line to add a second track, which would be cut out 

from their properties. Although Vale is a powerful company, families told me that they 

planned to resist through MST so as not to lose part of their lands. Asked if he too would 

sell if offered money, one man replied, ―Money passes fast. Land is there…it‘s permanent.‖ 

 Mainstream development theory places little value on the maintenance of rural 

homesteaders. Programs for development often involve transforming the economy and 

culture of a place, not enhancing it through community visions. In Southern Para 

development has come to the poor not as a program or initiative, but as the negative 

effects of large-scale development projects that neglect their interests. Modernization 

theory assumes that urban culture is supreme and that urbanization now occurring there 

is a beneficial process. However, it would preclude the continuation of a people 

knowledgeable about Amazonian flora and fauna who could ―have been encouraged to 

care for it more competently that they have so far.‖65  The rural poor have chosen to fight 

their battle in the countryside for a reason: they feel more secure from poverty, can apply 

their knowledge and skills, and enjoy living in a calm environment close to nature. 

Environmental theories and development policies and practices that attempt to starve 

rural peoples off the land by not providing resources and services are unlikely to be 

successful. From an environmental and humane standpoint, policies to work with rural 

peoples to protect their natural resources and promote their economies would achieve far 

more in environmental protection. These are areas of the Amazon where environmental 

                                                        
64 See Apendix A.  
65 Berry, on American farmers 
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damage can still be partly reversed: they are not yet poured over in concrete. The aim of 

MST is of settlement, and with support could be of the sort Wendell Berry idealizes:  

―I am talking about the idea that as many as possible should share in the 

ownership of land and thus be bound to it by economic interest, by the investment 

of love and work, by family loyalty, by memory and tradition.‖ 

All farmers I spoke with plan to pass their land to a child.  
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Appendix A:  An Alphabetical List of Crops Planted in Palmares 2 
* Indicates that multiple varieties are grown 

**Indicates a native forest crop 
 

Abacate 
Abacaxi …………………………(pineapple)  
Açaí ** 
Acerola 
Alface ……………………………(lettuce)  
Álgidon…………………………(cotton)  
Amora 
Araticum 
Arroz *………………………….(rice)  
Ata 
Azeitona  
Bacaba** 
Banana*……………………….(banana) 
Birembou  
Caçou***………………………(chocolate)  
Café ***……………………….(coffee)   
Cana…………………………….(cane)  
Cajá** 
Caju…………………………….(cashew)  
Carambola 
Cebola………………………...(onion)  
Condensa  
Cuentro………………………(cilantro) 
Cupuaçu**  
Coco *………………………..(coconut)  
Cove 
Engar *** 
Fava…………………………(fava beans) 
Feijão………………………(beans)  
fruta-poo**  
Goiaba* 

Graviola 
HU-CU-LA –LOOK UP 
Jabucticaba** 
Jaca 
Jambo  
Laranja*     (orange)  
Lemao*       (lemon)  
Lima *              (lime)  
Maracuja*    (passionfruit)  
Mamao*        (papaya)  
Mandioca* 
Manga *       (mango)  
Maxixi         (oakra) 
Milho *         (corn) 
Muruci  
Nabu 
Naja** 
Oxi 
Pepino          (peppers) 
Pimento       (pimento?)  
Pitanga 
Pitomba 
Pupunya** 
Quiabo  
Salsa 
Tamerina     (tamerine) 
Tangerina    (tangerine) 
Tatuorba** 
Vinaguera.....................................(vinegar)  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Apendix B: Native Forest Species 
*Indicates that they are being grown or preserved on farm lands 

   It is highly likely that many of the others are as well. 
 
 

Almestra 
Castanya-do-Para  
Ipe 
Mogony 
Paulpreto 
Paulbrazil 
Cedro 
Piki 
Masaranduba 
Tatajuba 
Maracachara 
Maralau 
Istopero 
Sahbeeah 
Jatoba 
Engar 
Ora da macaco 
Janupapa 
Coiaiba 
Cupuaco 
Acai 
Bacaba 
Pitomba 
Pitanga 
Caja 
Jabuticaba 
Birembour 
Pupunyaa 
Cacao 
Taturuba 
Gueroba 
Muru re 
Mari Mari 
Fava de boi 
Quarubuana 
Para Para 
Mangabarana 
Ucuba preta  
Louro ferro 


